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FILM SYNOPSIS 
Paintings by Basquiat and Gerhard Richter sell at 
auction for tens of millions of dollars; a multistory 
inflatable ballerina by Jeff Koons dwarfs visitors at 
Rockefeller Center; a solid gold toilet by Maurizio 
Cattelan is installed in the Guggenheim Museum for 
all to see and use. Today, art is spectacle, big bucks 
and front-page news. As a society, we have become 
less concerned with the aesthetic and social values of 
art, and more concerned with brand names and the 
business of it all. Many feel that art has become a 
pawn of the ultra rich—an exclusive investment class 
with perks and loopholes out of reach to the average 
citizen. High-end art fairs are springing up all over the 
world and collectors flip works at auction and squirrel 
away their trophies in high security warehouses. 

Are we in the midst of an art crisis? Can the value of 
art really be measured in dollars and cents? How are 
these values assigned and who assigns them? Does 
the art market have a chilling effect on our great mu-
seums and the ability of the public to engage in the 
art of our time? Which artistic voices are left out of the 
mass marketing of art? Most importantly, what does 
this new consumerist approach to art mean for artists 
themselves? 

The Price of Everything explores these questions and 
demystifies the rarefied world of contemporary art in 
a dynamic and entertaining way. With unprecedented 
access to artists, dealers, collectors and auction 
houses in and around New York City, the film takes us 
deep into a hidden world where nothing is what it 
seems. In revealing scenes and interviews, we come 
to understand how this part of the art market actually 
works and we confront the challenges of being an 
artist in the current environment— where success 
can come at lightning speed only to evaporate next 
season, and where even the most revered creators 
must find ways to block out the temptations of the 
market if they wish to remain in control of their cre-
ative process. The Price of Everything offers a com-
plex portrait of a late capitalist society confronting 
itself. While holding a funhouse mirror up to our con-
sumerist culture, the film ultimately reaffirms the tran-
scendent power of art itself and the deep need we 
have for it in our lives. 
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT 
Growing up in a family of creative people, I saw first-
hand how difficult it is to live life as an artist. Of 
course there are great rewards for pursuing one’s 
artistic passions, but along with those rewards, come 
demons. Every artist has them, some from without, 
some from within, but one demon all artists seem to 
share is money: it’s hell when you don’t have it and, 
ironically, it can be hell when you do have it. Money 
explores an artist’s weaknesses—chase it and you 
can lose your way, disregard it and you can end up 
with nothing. 

Then there is the opaque and bewildering world of the 
art market. The market has always been a capricious 
beast; favoring, ignoring, loving, withholding, elevat-
ing certain artists one moment only to drop them the 
next. But in recent years the market has captured the 
public imagination as it has soared to dizzying 
heights, with contemporary works going for a hundred 
million and more and a painting, supposedly by Leon-
ardo da Vinci, fetching $450 million at auction in the 
fall of 2017. In spite of these newsy items, however, 
the fact remains that most artists—even great 
ones—struggle mightily and most of them never gen-
erate much money in their lifetimes, if ever. Does 
money corrupt art? Is it a necessary evil? Is there 

such a thing as intrinsic value that transcends the 
world of commerce, or is this just a comforting myth, 
promulgated by hopeless romantics and idealists? 

The relationship between art and money has always 
fascinated me and I’ve wanted to make a film explor-
ing that relationship since making My Architect over 
10 years ago. But, “a film about art and money” is an 
absurdly broad topic. There could be a million ways of 
doing it. Where do you possibly start? In this regard, 
I was extremely lucky to work with producers who 
allowed me to approach the particular demon of “too 
many options” the only way I know how to deal with it: 
start shooting. 

This film is very much the record of the odyssey we 
took through the art world over the period of a couple 
of years. It evolved organically and it is populated by 
remarkable characters from all parts of the art world, 
and by artists with many different trajectories through 
it. It is a film composed not of interviews, but of 
scenes—encounters—through which we explored a 
world vastly more puzzling and contradictory than I 
ever imagined. In the end, it seems to me the art 
world holds a much-needed mirror up to our contem-

OVERVIEW
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT (CONT’D)
porary society, allowing us to glimpse ourselves for a 
moment and to question where we are going as indi-
viduals and as a civilization. 

If there’s one thing I’d like audiences to take from The 
Price of Everything, it’s to open their eyes to seeing 
art again on their own terms. The people in the film 
taught me to do that, each in their own way, and I am 
very grateful to them for it. They also taught me, 
whether they intended to or not, that in spite of what 
the market may say, there actually is very little intrin-
sic connection between value and price. The idealist 
and hopeless romantic in me believes that now, more 
than ever, there really is something in art that tran-
scends money, that twists free of commerce and that, 
at its best, points the way towards some kind of 
enlightenment. Most artists pay a high personal price 
for what they do, but they are bringing things into 
being that we human beings cannot do without. 

– Nathaniel Kahn 

OVERVIEW
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USING THE SCREENING GUIDE
This Screening Guide is a resource to engage audi-
ences with the documentary film The Price of Every-
thing and to spark informed and thoughtful discus-
sions. General audiences, youth and university 
students, educational institutions, and professionals  
working to support working artists and organizations 
will have ready access to discussion questions and 
supporting content to delve deeper into conversa-
tions on the art world and the part of the market fea-
tured in the film, its overall sustainability, and how this 
sector of the art community affects contemporary 
working artists.

Visit the website http://thepriceofeverything.com/ to 
learn more about bringing the film to your community.

HOSTING A SCREENING EVENT
The Price of Everything offers numerous opportuni-
ties to partner with community organizations and 
leverage the film for engagement and connection. 
Here are recommended steps for planning a success-
ful screening event.

CONSIDER HOSTING 
A PANEL DISCUSSION
A post-screening panel enables you to invite multiple 
expert perspectives into the room, such as working 
artists, museum curators, gallerists, educators or 
other professionals working in arts organizations, to 
share their perspectives and experiences creating art 
and/or working to support artists. In the Post-Screen-
ing Discussion section, this guide includes sugges-
tions for other ways to engage viewing audiences in 
dialogue after the film.

OVERVIEW
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OVERVIEW

PLANNING AN EVENT

Six weeks to two months prior

 Brainstorm and prioritize a list of possible 
 community partners to support outreach

 Set a time, date and location

 Identify your guest list, secure community partners

 Decide on the format for your screening and
 post-screening event 
 eg: Will you have a panel and/or organize
 another engagement activity? If you are
 planning a panel, identify and invite
 appropriate panel members.

One Month Prior

 Send out invitation with time, date, location and 
 description of the film and the post-screening event

 Confirm logistics with partners and other
 invited guests

Day Before

 Test all a/v equipment 

 Copy and assemble any discussion materials
 or promotional handouts 

Day of Screening

 Arrive at least an hour prior. This allows for 
 enough time if you need to set up the room, 
 test the a/v equipment, greet guests and 
 panelists, and review your agenda.
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BEST PRACTICES FOR
FACILITATING DIALOGUE

Watch the film beforehand. This will both help you 
tailor the event to your audience and help you antici-
pate questions and responses that might come up 
during the post-screening discussion.

Be knowledgeable. Reading this guide, watching the 
film, and exploring the recommended resources will 
help you be more fluent and confident to lead a com-
munity discussion.  You do not need to be an artist or 
art historian to facilitate a screening event with The 
Price of Everything, but it is helpful to invite artists, 
organizations and others who support culture and art 
in your community-- especially if you are hosting a 
post-screening discussion.

Set the tone and encourage multiple perspectives 
and open discussion. In order to promote dialogue, 
be clear about your role as a neutral facilitator during 
the discussions. It is often helpful to share your 
expectations about being in a community where 
respectful civic dialogue is fostered. This entails 
actively listening to multiple perspectives and being 
open to learning from another’s point of view. Most 

importantly, remember that your role is to set a tone 
and monitor the dynamic to ensure that all partici-
pants feel comfortable engaging in a rich discussion.  

Be thoughtful with your language. For viewers who 
are new to the topics covered in The Price of Everything, 
it may be helpful to remind audiences of general 
parameters for engaging in respectful dialogue. For 
example, avoiding generalizations, using “I” to 
explain a point, and avoiding interrupting while another 
is speaking.

Be culturally aware and sensitive. The Price of 
Everything is a film touching many audiences and 
community issues such as: who has access to art; 
economic and cultural privilege; gender and inclu-
sion; and the role of art in a democracy. It is very 
important to have working artists in the audience who 
are comfortable and open to sharing their experience 
as an artist today, who or what are their support sys-
tems and how they thrive and survive as an artist.

OVERVIEW
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PRE-SCREENING DISCUSSION

KEY TERMS 
It may be helpful to open your event by ensuring your 
group has some shared understanding of the terms in 
the film and in this guide. The following key terms 
may be helpful to print and distribute as a glossary, or 
to walk through together as a group as a point of 
discussion prior to screening the film. Additionally, 
Appendix I includes brief biographies each person 
appearing in the film for easy reference.

Art: The subject of this film is visual art by living 
artists. For the purpose of this guide and discussion, 
we will assume the word “art” refers to visual art, 
rather than music, theater or other kinds of artistic 
expression. 

Primary Market: In the world of visual art, “primary 
market” refers to the first time a work of visual art is intro-
duced for sale, whether through a gallery or other kind of 
exhibition. The seller and the artist work together to 
establish the appropriate price point for the piece. 

Secondary Market: A work of art enters the secondary 
market when the original purchaser, such as a collec-
tor, curator or auction house, chooses to sell the piece.
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PRE-SCREENING DISCUSSION

SETTING THE CONTEXT 
Especially for audiences who are new to the world of 
visual art, it may be helpful to give some context to 
the film’s topic by reading the film synopsis or another 
introduction appropriate to your event’s goals and 
purpose.

For example, visual art is at the same time a human 
expression of creativity and the object of an enor-
mous, diverse and growing marketplace. An 
ArtPrice.com report on the 2017 Art Market estimates 
that the total global market for fine art is approximately 
$14.9MM. In his introductory editorial to that report, 
ArtPrice.com founder Thierry Ehrman says, “In 2017, 
Artprice celebrated its 20th anniversary: twenty years 
during which the global art market has been meta-
morphosed by the emergence and subsequent con-
solidation of China’s art market, but also by the 
globalization of the market’s networks, a diversifica-
tion of the offer, a massive acceleration in the speed 
of news diffusion and its ease of access, and the 
increasing fluidity of transactions--amongst other 
phenomena.” 

The Price of Everything represents multiple points of 
view on how artists, dealers, gallerists, auction 
houses, collectors and others interact with one anoth-
er and with the market, from art’s inception and cre-
ation through its resale. The film is not intended to 
support one point of view or another, but rather to 
present a world with interwoven characters and per-
spectives. It is likely you will agree and disagree with 
various people and statements, and during the 
discussion we will have the opportunity to explore 
those different reactions.
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PRE-SCREENING DISCUSSION

DISCUSSION PROMPTS 
Audiences will come to The Price of Everything from 
diverse communities and with a range of personal 
and professional experience in the art world, includ-
ing as working artists. 

Pre-screening questions can help set expectations 
for your group about what to look for during the 
screening, and what to anticipate for the discussion 
following:
      
• How do you define art?
• What makes art ‘good’?
• What makes art ‘valuable’? 
• To whom does art belong?
• What is your view on the role artists play in commu-
  nities, and in the economy?
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POST-SCREENING DISCUSSION

After screening the film, offer the audience a few min-
utes to sit with their responses to the film. It may be 
helpful to offer paper and pen for people to write 
down particular quotes, scenes or characters who 
stood out to them.

1. GENERAL DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
• Are there particular moments, quotes or characters 
  in the film that stood out to you or elicited a strong 
  response? What were they and why did they stand 
  out?
• What ideas or information in the film were new or 
  surprising to you?
• Think back to our pre-dialogue discussion. Did 
  watching the film influence your ideas about “What 
  is art?” or “What makes art valuable?” If so, how did 
  your thoughts change?
• The film offers a perspective into a particular part of 
  the art market. What kinds of art or artists are not
  represented in this film? How do you think they 
  relate to what you saw?

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS FOR ART 
WORLD AUDIENCES
• Was there a particular character or point of view in 
  the film with whom you identify? What does that 
  person or perspective mean to you?
• What artists, or aspects of creating and selling art 
  were not represented in the film? 
• How do the characters and themes of the film apply 
  to other parts of the art world?
• Whatever your role in the art world, how does this 
  film resonate with your own experience?
• In what ways might this film influence how you 
  teach/create/represent art?
• If this film were the first in a series of films about
  the art world, what do you think the next chapter 
  might be?
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2. DISCUSSION FORUM: POINTS OF 
VIEW ON THE MARKET 
The Price of Everything weaves together a range of 
perspectives and experiences from the contemporary 
art world that may be controversial to some while 
reaffirming to others.  These responses are all wel-
come; they reveal our passion and need for art and its 
ability to move, inform, provoke and compel each of 
us. And yet, the high stakes and the amount of money 
involved in the contemporary art market attract a 
different kind of passion—one that creates a tension 
between the intrinsic value of art and the monetary 
value that has been assigned to it.

To encourage conversation, the “Points of View” sec-
tion is a curated collection of quotes from the film that 
capture a variety of ideas and opinions from the 
points of view of different “players” in the art world: 
artists, curators, critics and educators, museums, 
dealers, and collectors. You may elect to read 
through the sections one at a time and engage with 
the suggested discussion questions or select quotes 
from multiple sections to contrast and compare.

If you are screening the film in an educational setting, 
consider organizing the viewers into small groups and 

encourage them to work through the sections and 
questions together. Time permitting, ask the groups to 
share out a summary of their discussions as a closing. 

POV: ARTISTS ON THE ART MARKET
“...people say that all the time to living artists, ‘Oh, 
man, you know, you're doing too much.’ But you 
know, if you think about a guy whose work you really 
like, you don’t think, ‘wouldn't it have been great had 
Monet done like 3,000 less paintings.., or Picasso 
had done 500 less.’ … You don't have to sell every-
thing you create. It's not about that. It's just about 
making sure that you never sort of deprive yourself of 
an inspiration as an artist.”

–  George Condo, Artist

“I think it’s very heartening to know that the work is con-
necting the way it does. Where the anxiety comes in, it’s 
saying ‘It’s scary I’m getting all this attention’, it’s ‘How 
do I keep evolving this work? How do I keep changing it? 
How do I not stagnate?’ And especially when you feel 
like, ‘Ooh, I've stumbled onto something pretty cushy. I 
can just cruise and ride this out…’”

–  Njideka Akunyili Crosby, Artist

POST-SCREENING DISCUSSION
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POV: ARTISTS ON THE ART MARKET
(CONT’D)

“I don’t care if they buy them—I just needed to make 
them. And my gallery would like it if I made much 
more sellable things...I've really never made any 
money until recently, but I always got by. If you have 
something to say, it will be seen. You just might not be 
alive. That's the sucky part. You might be old or dead, 
and if you're female, you're bound to be old or dead.” 

– Marilyn Minter, Artist

“Art and money have no intrinsic hookup at all. It's not 
like sports where your batting average is your batting 
average. You know, that's - that's the bottom line. You 
know, and they tried to make it much like that. Like, the 
best artist is the most expensive artist, same thing.” 

– Larry Poons, Artist

SUGGESTED DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
• The artists quoted in the film have varying opinions 
  on whether they should make art they believe will 
  sell, regardless of whether that is the art they want 
  to make. Is there something problematic about art 
  that is created to sell? Why or why not?

• Several of the artists in the film have careers with 
  dramatic trajectories. For example, Larry Poons gets 
  a second wind in the marketplace, Jeff Koons is “in 
  the lobby,” and Njideka experiences a meteoric rise. 
• What was your response to these changes? How do 
  you think the anticipation of their reception in the 
  marketplace does or does not influence their work 
  and their careers?
• The majority of working artists do not sell their work 
  in the part of the art market represented in the film. 
• In what ways do you think those artists are or are 
  not influenced by this part of the marketplace?
• Do you believe commercially successful artists have 
  a responsibility to give back to the art world, 
  especially to support emerging artists? If so, what 
  would you like to see them do?
• In what ways do the high prices we see at auction in 
  the film harm artists? What might be done to protect 
  the interests of artists?

POST-SCREENING DISCUSSION
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POV: CURATORS, CRITICS, AND 
EDUCATORS ON THE ART MARKET 
Curators, critics and educators all relate to the art 
market in different ways than artists, and different 
ways than those who are directly involved in buying 
and selling art. They have a unique role in that their 
work interprets art for the larger society. In The Price 
of Everything, several characters in these roles 
describe their views of the art market.

“Someone said to me once, the work of art is not the 
artist, but the artist is the work of art. And that's a very 
mystical saying. But what I think that means is, only 
Rembrandt could've made this picture (referring to 
Rembrandt’s Self Portrait, 1958 hanging in the Frick 
Collection, New York). This is an aged artist who's 
showing us his flesh and his worldly scars and beat-
ings he's taken — not just as a person, but as an 
artist. It makes you think about life in the raw. And I 
think that paintings, when they're at their greatest, 
are making demands on us, and it's easier for us to 
just walk away. Can you imagine what it would be like 
to have this in one’s house, and how...irradiated one 
would feel as one sat down for breakfast with the 
sports page and Special K? You know, that would just 
be such an overpowering sacred presence.” 

– Alexander Nemerov, Art Historian

“There is no golden age without gold. So, if you didn't 
have a hundred times more collectors than existed in 
the '70s, you wouldn't have a thousand times more 
artists making art. And, of course it's a bubble. Bub-
bles make beautiful things. And, let's just try to keep 
it floating. Don't burst it.” 

– Paul Schimmel, Curator

“Larry [Poons] has been living on the edge for I don't 
know how long. Nothing's happening. Nothing's hap-
pening. And all of a sudden, people are looking for his 
paintings. And it's kind of weird because you know 
they do a calculation. It's sick. And the calculation is, 
‘Who's the most undervalued painter?’  Because it's - 
it's a stock market calculation. It's a completely per-
verse and upside-down art world. … And that is what 
contemporary art has become. It is a luxury brand.”

– Barbara Rose, Art Historian

POST-SCREENING DISCUSSION
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SUGGESTED DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 
• How would you describe the views each of these 
  quotes represents about the complexity of the 
  relationship between art and the art market?
• What statement(s) do you strongly agree with and 
  which do you have a strong reaction against?
• If you were (or are) an art educator, how does 
  understanding the market figure in to how you teach 
  art to students? If you were to show this film to a 
  class, how would you place the subjects within the 
  larger art world?

POV: MUSEUMS AND THE ART MARKET
For many people who cannot afford to participate in 
the part of the art market that is represented in The 
Price of Everything, museums are one way they can 
see and enjoy contemporary visual art. And yet in the 
film, there are varying perspectives on the role of mu-
seums.

“I would prefer to see it in a museum, then I'm imme-
diately happy. Not in a private collection. Yeah, muse-
ums, they are in a special sense so democratic.”

– Gerhard Richter, Artist 

“I mean, museums are great. We love them. . . but I 
mean, if they have too many (works of art), they'll 
never come upstairs and see the light of day. So, then 
it's like a cemetery. Why do you want your things in a 
cemetery?! They're buried underground somewhere.”

– Amy Cappellazzo, Chairman, 
Global Fine Arts, Sotheby’s 

“. . .[Museums] are, for lack of a better word, the gate-
keepers of culture to some extent. I mean, you walk 
into - you - once you cross that threshold of the door, 
you're walking in, and in your mind you're thinking, 
these are works that matter, not just for our genera-
tion, but for future generations. So, maybe things 
happen, and I fall out of favor in a number of years. 
It'll go into storage, but someday, maybe in 50 years, 
maybe in 70, maybe in 150, it could come out. It 
doesn't just vanish.” 

– Njideka Akunyili Crosby, Artist

POST-SCREENING DISCUSSION
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SUGGESTED DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 
• What role do art museums ideally have for a 
  community and a culture? 
• What if any ways can you imagine today’s art market 
  may impact that ideal role?  
• When Amy Cappellazzo describes a museum as a 
  “cemetery,” what do you think she means? How 
  would you respond to this statement if you were  
  speaking to her? 
• What were your thoughts about the gift given to the 
  Art Institute of Chicago at the end of the film, and the 
  relationship between that gift and the film’s narrative 
  threads regarding art and the market? 

POV: DEALERS ON THE ART MARKET
“In the end of the last century, we sat around at Chris-
tie’s trying to think about what the hell we were going 
to do next, because frankly, supply of master pictures 
wasn't just limited, it was diminishing. Almost all our 
markets and all our businesses were getting smaller. 
With new collectors coming into the market trying to 
build collections - younger people, enriched beyond 
imagination, were the first for new in the now, where 
were they going to go?

– Ed Dolman, Phillips Auction House 

“The real estate people started thinking of Jeff Koons 
as lobby art.”

– Stefan Edlis, Collector

“That was a kiss of death. . . It’s gonna hurt him. 
Lobby art. Context is really key. Like if you see it in 
the lobby, it just kind of disappears. And then you 
never get out of the lobby once you’re in there.”

– Amy Cappellazzo, Chairman, 
Global Fine Arts, Sotheby’s 

    
“Artists shouldn't come to art fairs. Or, they should, 
but they don't. . . Up in the higher reaches of the tree-
tops is a different ecosystem, where art absolutely is 
an asset class. That's essentially what the auctions 
have become. A trading house for assets.”

– Gavin Brown, Art Dealer

POST-SCREENING DISCUSSION
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SUGGESTED DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 
• What reflections about the “value” of art did you 
  hear from the art dealers in the film? Did sentiments 
  lean more towards art as an investment or art as a 
  cultural touchstone to preserve?
• While there are many well-known figures in The 
  Price of Everything, there are also many people in 
  the background who support the collectors, 
  auctions, art fairs, and art exhibitions featured in the 
  film. Some of the people in those support roles are 
  themselves artists. Discuss your observations about 
  the relationship in the film between those who make 
  art and those who sell it. What do you imagine it’s 
  like to be an artist whose ‘day job’ is working with the 
  auction houses, galleries and collectors?  
• Are there important historical distinctions to discuss 
  when comparing how art is bought and sold today 
  with, for example, how it was supported by art 
  patrons in the past? 

POV: COLLECTORS ON THE ART MARKET 
Art collectors are people who purchase art. The 
collectors in The Price of Everything have enormous 
assets, as well as a very privileged degree of access 
to the art world and market. And yet, theoretically, 
anyone can participate in the art market.

“To be an effective collector, deep down, you have to 
be shallow. You have to be a decorator. You want this 
thing to work with the rugs, you want it to work with 
the furniture, and I notice different styles of collecting. 
There is the collector that is the wolf in sheep's cloth-
ing, and then there's the sheep in wolf's clothing, and 
everybody has their own style.”

– Stefan Edlis, Art Collector

“Recently, I sold some things, and now I have a little 
excess, and I’d like to take that excess and buy this, 
(a painting by Njideka Akunyili Crosby) very, very 
much. ...  I think the gallery is nervous. They're con-
cerned. Because there's 12 people who want it. And 
once you're playing with sharks, it's just--it's a whole 
different ball game. You know what they say about 
sharks, that they (sharks) have to keep moving or 
they die, right? And I'm not gonna play that game 
because I don't wanna really be a part of the, kind of, 
jerk who goes so high and kind of out-prices the 
artist, and contributes potentially to a crash-and-burn 
situation for that artist.” 

– Holly Peterson, Art Collector

POST-SCREENING DISCUSSION
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POV: COLLECTORS ON THE ART MARKET
(CONT’D)
“Art is different and, uh, we all have different tastes, 
and now it's, of course, it's all about conceptual 
artists, so this is conceptual art. And… sometimes it's 
provocative, sometimes it's beautiful, sometimes it's 
super dark. A few of my friends have this piece, and 
of course in Russian tradition, if a few people have it, 
everyone else must have it!  So, it's (a) very, very, 
popular piece.”

– Inga Rubenstein, Art Collector

“Ownership is involvement. Ownership is…. acquisi-
tion is involvement. And with art, it's probably the 
most exciting kind of involvement. Of course, owning 
a nice share of IBM is an involvement, too.”

– Robert Scull, Art Collector

SUGGESTED DISCUSSION TOPICS
• Have you ever been moved to buy a work of con
  temporary art? Why did you buy it? What does it 
  mean to you to “own” a piece of visual art?
• What reflections about the “value” of art did you 
  hear from collectors in the film? Was there 
  something you heard that resonated with you? 
  Offended you? That made you think about art in a 
  new way?
• In what way do you think everyone can participate in 
  the art market?
• The film did not take on the impact of online 
  opportunities to exhibit and purchase contemporary 
  art. What role do you think the internet plays in terms 
  of opportunity and access for collectors and for 
  artists?

POST-SCREENING DISCUSSION
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3. A CLOSER LOOK 
In The Price of Everything director Nathaniel Kahn 
asks many compelling and provocative questions, 
and receives equally compelling and provocative 
responses. Using the sampling of conversations 
included in this section, pose the same questions he 
asked during his interviews to your viewing audience, 
and ask them to respond. 

Consider saving the responses from the film until the 
end of the discussion to elicit more open answers 
from your group.

Question: “What makes a Gerhard Richter so valu-
able and, say, a Larry Poons not so valuable? Who 
decides?”

Response: “The simple answer would be supply and 
demand. The real answer is, I think - I don't know how to 
put this elegantly - financial interests of certain parties.” 

– Serge Trioche, Chairman, Art Runners

Question: “How has it [the art market] changed?

Response: “They are like Siamese twins, money and 
art right now, you cannot separate them. And so the 

purpose of art has morphed, become perverted or 
mutated, and I think art itself is having a hard time 
finding its way out of this situation. Listen, I'm in the 
middle of it, and I'm busy making money myself, so 
I'm not criticizing. I'm just observing my own environ-
ment. I think we are…. without doubt, everybody 
knows it….we’re careening toward some edge or 
some end.”

– Gavin Brown, Art Dealer

Question: “So, does it matter that you don't physically 
touch the canvas with a brush?” (asking Jeff Koons 
about his process of creation using assistants).

Response: “Well, I am, in a way, physically doing it 
but it's physically through all these systems… In the 
end of the day, that mark is as if I would sit here and 
do it myself. Now, if I would do this, the only thing that 
I'd be able to accomplish next year would be just cre-
ating this (one) painting. I wouldn't be able to do any-
thing else.”

 – Jeff Koons, Artist

POST-SCREENING DISCUSSION
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ON “THE PRICE OF EVERYTHING” 
Nathaniel Khan chose to open the film with an opening 
statement from auctioneer Simon de Pury:

Later in the film we listen to a conversation between 
director Nathaniel Kahn and art collector Stefan Edlis.

Stefan Edlis: “There it is, $125,000. The surface is to die 
for because it has everything. It has spritzing. It has all 
the collage stuff, very rich. I bought it for $10 million.
Nathaniel Kahn: For $10 million in '97?
Edlis: Yeah.
Kahn: What would this piece be worth now?
Edlis: $100 million.
Kahn: Seems crazy amount of money.
Edlis: Seems like a crazy amount of money.
Kahn: Do you think it's worth it?
Edlis:  Well, let's see. The stretcher is probably worth 
$80, and we have some high-quality canvas. I don't 

know about the cost of the paints. There's a lot of 
people that know the price of everything and the 
value of nothing. So, apply that.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
• After seeing the film and re-reading de Pury’s 
  opening statement, what would you say this 
  statement foreshadows? 
• Do you agree with de Pury’s assessment that the 
  only way to ensure that cultural artifacts have value 
  is for them to be assigned a commercial value?
• Respond to the difference Stefan Edlis refers to 
  between “value” and “price.”  
• Why do you think Nathaniel Kahn chose to coin a 
  portion of Edlis’ statement, “…some people know 
  the price of everything, and the value of nothing…”  
  as the title of his documentary? 

POST-SCREENING DISCUSSION

“Art and money have always gone hand-in-hand. 
It's very important for good art to be expensive. 
You only protect things that are valuable. If some-
thing has no financial value, people don't care. 
They will not give it the necessary protection. The 
only way to make sure that cultural artifacts sur-
vive is for them to have a commercial value.”
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4. RESOURCES FOR ARTISTS TO 
SURVIVE AND THRIVE
The Price of Everything follows the stories of a small 
number of well-known artists. Even allowing for their 
different experiences with the market, these charac-
ters are not intended to be representative of most 
working artists. Their views about the impact of 
market forces on creative process intersect, however, 
with increasingly widespread concerns that as a 
culture, we may be making it too difficult for most 
working artists to sustain themselves through their 
creative work. These concerns have inspired a range 
of interconnected initiatives and materials— including 
online professional development resources, work-
shops, literature, and programs sponsored by arts 
and business councils in many cities. The overriding 
goal of this burgeoning area of activity is to help 
artists navigate today’s complex and challenging 
market and work towards self-defined artistic and 
personal goals. The larger goal of these initiatives is 
to raise the value and potential impact of artists in 
every community.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES: 

Artists Thrive is a national nonprofit working to nur-
ture communities in which artists can thrive, offering 
resources online and in person at their annual 
summer.
www.artiststhrive.org

Creative Capital is a New York-based nonprofit offer-
ing funding opportunities, counsel and career devel-
opment services, including financial literacy. 
blog.creative-capital.org/2017/01/financial-litera-
cy-a-cheat-sheet-for-artists/

Americans for the Arts provides tools, research and 
resources to support advocacy for arts organizations 
and artists throughout the United States.
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POST-SCREENING DISCUSSION
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APPENDIX I :  CHARACTERS APPEARING IN THE FILM

MARY BOONE: Owner and director of the Mary 
Boone Gallery in New York, this game-changing 
dealer made her mark in 1977 with a gallery in SoHo. 
Boone played a pivotal role in turning artists into 
stars, launching the careers of Julian Schnabel and 
David Salle and showing Jean-Michel Basquiat as his 
momentum was building. Today she represents Ai 
Weiwei, Laurie Simmons, Peter Saul, Will Cotton, 
Terrence Koh and Barbara Kruger, among others. 

GAVIN BROWN: Avant-garde artist and dealer, 
Brown entered the New York art scene in the early 
1990s with Gavin Brown Enterprise. He launched 
artist Elizabeth Peyton, organizing her first solo show 
at the Chelsea Hotel before opening his SoHo gallery 
space in 1994. Always ahead of the curve, Brown 
moved to Chelsea in 1997, pre-empting the wave of 
galleries moving there. Today, in addition to their Chi-
natown space, Gavin Brown Enterprise is headquar-
tered out of a 19th-century building in Harlem. 

CONNIE BUTLER: The chief curator at the Hammer 
Museum in Los Angeles, Butler is known for champi-
oning relatively unknown artists. She made her name 
organizing the groundbreaking survey WACK! Art and 
the Feminist Revolution which opened at MOCA, Los 

Angeles in 2007. She’s also held key curatorial posts 
at MoMA, the Neuberger Museum of Art, Artists 
Space in New York and the Des Moines Art Center. 

AMY CAPPELLAZZO: Currently Chairman of Global 
Fine Arts at Sotheby’s, Cappellazzo was previously at 
Christie’s for 13 years where she rose to head of contem-
porary art. In between posts, she co-founded Art Agency 
Partners, inventing a new model of full-service art advi-
sory, which was acquired by Sotheby’s in 2016. Known 
for her unconventional thinking and dogged pursuit of 
critically-acclaimed collections, Cappellazzo has 
pioneered paradigm-shifting approaches to selling art in 
an era when the market has undergone rapid changes. 

GEORGE CONDO: The highly regarded, New 
York-based Condo emerged in the 1980s East Village 
art scene—and, alongside Jean-Michel Basquiat and 
Keith Haring—is considered instrumental to the peri-
od’s revival of painting. Condo coined the term “Artifi-
cial Realism” to describe his hybrid incorporation of 
art historical references from European Classicism to 
American Pop. With a talent for balancing high and 
low culture, theory and commercialism, Condo’s 
career spans major museum retrospectives and 
album covers for Kanye West. 
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NJIDEKA AKUNYILI CROSBY: In 2017, Nigeri-
an-born artist Akunyili Crosby was named a MacArthur 
fellow. This stunning accomplishment is the most 
recent in Akunyili Crosby’s meteoric rise since receiving 
her MFA from Yale in 2011. The artist’s collage-paint-
ings, often featuring domestic interiors with references 
to history and the African diaspora, are labor intensive 
to produce and Akunyili Crosby creates as few as a 
dozen works a year. Her work has become highly 
sought after by both museum curators and important 
collectors and, in 2016, Drown (2012), was sold at auc-
tion for an astonishing five times its estimate. 

SIMON de PURY: Star auctioneer de Pury brings a 
swagger and exuberant charisma to the auction 
block. The Basel-born de Pury, who once aspired to 
be an artist himself, spent over two decades at Sothe-
by’s where he rose to Chairman of the Europe divi-
sion before leaving to form his own auction house in 
1997 that later merged with Phillips. Following his exit 
in 2012, de Pury founded de Pury & de Pury and has 
focused on advising collectors, curating exhibitions 
and discovering emerging talent. In addition, de Pury 
regularly moonlights as a charity auctioneer, raising 
millions of dollars for causes and cultural institutions.

JEFFREY DEITCH: A hugely influential American art 
dealer who got his start developing art advising and 
lending services at banks, Deitch changed the con-
temporary canon by supporting Keith Haring, Jeff 
Koons, Cecily Brown and Kehinde Wilde early in their 
careers. For 14 years, he ran the gallery Deitch Proj-
ects in SoHo. In 2010, he was appointed as the direc-
tor of the Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles. 
Today, Deitch is back in the original Deitch Projects 
headquarters at 76 Grand Street, as well as 18 
Wooster Street. He’s also busy planning a 
15,000-foot warehouse space in Los Angeles and 
collaborating with Larry Gagosian on their Design 
District show in Miami every December.

ED DOLMAN: Prior to his current post as Chairman 
and Chief Executive Office of Phillips, which he joined 
in 2014, Dolman was Chairperson of the Qatar 
Museum Authorities. He also served as CEO of Chris-
tie’s for 11 years, where he oversaw the company’s 
shift to a more global clientele and increasingly con-
temporary art. 

APPENDIX I: CHARACTERS APPEARING IN THE FILM
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STEFAN EDLIS: Edlis, who collects with his wife 
Gael Neeson, is routinely mentioned on lists of the 
world’s most influential and important collectors. Born 
in Austria, Edlis escaped Nazi Germany and emigrat-
ed to America at the age of 15. After serving in the 
Navy, Edlis became a successful businessman and 
began buying art in the 1970s. The artists he is most 
currently enthusiastic about include Ugo Rondinone, 
George Condo, Jeff Koons and Maurizio Cattelan. In 
2015, Edlis and Neeson donated 42 contemporary 
and modern art works, valued at more than $400 
million, to the Art Institute of Chicago. 

JEFF KOONS: Arguably the most successful artist of 
our time both in terms of financial reward and the cre-
ation of iconic figures and works of art, Koons works 
out of a former factory in Chelsea with more than 100 
assistants, in a like manner to Andy Warhol’s fabrica-
tion process. Fearless in his approach to art and the 
market, Koons regularly collaborates with commercial 
brands including Chateau Mouton Rothschild, Kiehl’s, 
Louis Vuitton and SnapChat. His sculptures routinely 
sell for tens of millions of dollars to high-profile collec-
tors around the globe. 

MARGARET LEE: Sculptor, dealer and painter, in 
2009, Lee founded the artist-run space 179 Canal. It 
evolved into the artist-run gallery 47 Canal which she 
co-directs with Oliver Newton in New York City’s Chi-
natown. 

MARILYN MINTER: Since her emergence on the 
New York art scene in the 1970s, Minter has been 
known for her photography and paintings. Minter’s 
work vividly explores the complex and contradictory 
emotions around beauty and the female body in 
American culture, among other themes. “Pretty/Dirty,” 
her first major retrospective show, opened at the 
Museum of Contemporary Art Houston before arriving 
at the Brooklyn Museum with great fanfare in 2016. 

SABINE MORITZ-RICHTER: A German painter and 
graphic designer, Moritz-Richter was the last student 
accepted to Gerhard Richter’s class before he 
stopped teaching. The couple married in 1995 and 
today live in Cologne, Germany. 

APPENDIX I: CHARACTERS APPEARING IN THE FILM
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GAEL NEESON: Neeson is deeply engaged in the 
contemporary art world, both as a buyer and seller. 
Along with her husband, Stefan Edlis, the Austra-
lian-born Neeson donated 42 works of art, valued at 
more than $400 million, to the Art Institute of Chicago, 
one one of the biggest and most transformative gifts 
in the museum’s history.

ALEX NEMEROV: A respected scholar of American 
visual culture, Nemerov is the Department Chair and 
Professor in Arts & Humanities at Stanford University, 
where he writes and lectures regularly on the history 
of painting and photography. Previously, he taught Art 
History and American Studies at Yale University.

HOLLY PETERSON: A television producer, journalist 
and art collector, Peterson lives in New York City. 
Known for writing satirical novels about the city’s high 
powered social set, like the 2008 New York Times 
Bestseller The Manny, Peterson is also an avid 
collector of lesser known artists. 

LARRY POONS: An abstract painter, Poons rose to 
prominence in the 1960s with his Op-Art dot paint-
ings, which were widely collected and featured in the 
game-changing Scull auction in 1973 alongside 

artists such as Robert Rauschenberg, Jasper Johns, 
Andy Warhol, Franz Kline and Frank Stella. Poons 
was both praised and criticized for moving away from 
this signature style in subsequent years towards 
looser, more expressive paintings. In addition to 
painting, Poons is an accomplished vintage motorcy-
cle racer. Today, he divides his time between New 
York City, Florida and upstate New York, where he 
has painted since the late 1970s. Poons’ work is rep-
resented in major museums throughout the world. 

PAULA DE LUCCIA POONS: A painter who married 
Larry Poons in 1981, De Luccia Poons first exhibited 
in a group show in 1974 at the Nelson Atkins Museum 
in Kansas City. She currently maintains a studio in 
upstate New York and in New York City. 

GERHARD RICHTER: Celebrated for both his 
abstract and photorealist paintings, Cologne-based 
Richter is one of the most important artists of our 
time. His work is represented in most major museum 
collections in the world. While he is considered a 
mainstay of the contemporary art market, holding the 
auction record for a work of art sold by a living Euro-
pean artist, Richter prefers to show his works in mu-
seums where the public can enjoy them. 
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BARBARA ROSE: An art historian, art critic and Ful-
bright Scholar, Rose was a defining voice of the Mini-
malist art movement in the 1960s and later one of its 
sharpest critics. From 1965 to 1991, she held posi-
tions at Art in America, Vogue, Artforum, New York 
magazine, The Partisan Review, Arts magazine and 
the Journal of Art. Her books address some of the 
most important artistic shifts in the second half of the 
20th century. 

INGA RUBENSTEIN: Inga Rubenstein is a Rus-
sian-born former model who collects cutting-edge 
contemporary art with her husband, real estate 
tycoon Keith Rubenstein. The couple’s first acquisi-
tion was a Damien Hirst butterfly painting at Art Basel 
Miami Beach.

JERRY SALTZ: The Senior Art Critic for New York 
Magazine, Saltz has cultivated a robust social media 
following and irreverent populist persona through 
reality TV appearances and provocative Instagram 
posts. His fundamental message, reinforced in The 
Price of Everything, is that art matters, “as much as 
religion—and Mozart.” 

PAUL SCHIMMEL: An acclaimed contemporary art 
curator based in Los Angeles, Schimmel was the 
chief curator of The Museum of Contemporary Art, 
Los Angeles, from 1990-2012. He joined Hauser & 
Wirth in 2013 as a vice president and partner over-
seeing their new Los Angeles venue before leaving in 
February 2017. 

SERGE TIROCHE: An international expert on art 
investment, Tiroche combines a family background in 
art with substantial banking and investment experi-
ence. He founded the art incubator START, the advi-
sory firm Serge Tiroche Consultants and is part owner 
of the Tiroche DeLeon Collection. 

DENNIS YARES: A second-generation art dealer, 
Dennis Yares directs Yares Art, specializing in 
Abstract Expressionism and Color Field art with loca-
tions in New York City and Santa Fe. In September 
2017, Yares gave Larry Poons a solo show of his 
latest work at the gallery’s Fifth Avenue location.
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